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Legal Disclaimer
Nothing may be reproduced from this work or stored in any form of information retrieval system without the
express written permission of the publisher. This publication may not be resold, copied, given away,
reproduced and does not come with resell rights whatsoever. Any such illegal action will be met with the
appropriate legal action.
The author and publisher issue this publication on the understanding that whilst every effort has been made to
ensure the accuracy of all information presented within, they will not accept any responsibility for any loss of
profit, direct or otherwise, as a consequence of using any of the information presented.
The opinions given are those of the author who is acting in good faith according to the extensive research
undertaken by him and who confirms that he himself has tested the automated principals described.
Users are urged to seek independent legal or financial advice before entering into any contract or business
decision.

Earnings Disclaimer
By reading this publication you agree and acknowledge where income claims or representations are made,
these are not to be considered as average earnings.
You can not use the author or publishers past results, illustrations or screen shots of earnings as any
indication of what you will earn or to offer assurance that you will achieve the same in future.
The money you make and income achieved is based on multiple factors, we do not know you, your business
ethics, how serious or motivated you are and whether you are prepared to do what is necessary to get started,
so can't comment on what you will earn or achieve from mini Blogs.
For this reason the author/promoter does not guarantee or imply that you will make a load of cash, get rich,
do as well as himself or achieve any income that is illustrated in the examples or even make any money at all,
your reading this course confirms you accept and understand the above.

Get The Insider Secrets 30 Minute Web Broadcast Video
Recently I did a 30 minute live web broadcast covering setting up mini blogs with ads running on them, I
show my computer screen on the recorded broadcast so you can see what I am referring too as I talk and if
you would like access to the recording, you can watch it online for a small payment of just £7. Simple click
the link below to make payment and you can be viewing it instantly, it is a great addition to this eBook.
Order the Recorded Broadcast on using Blogs to profit from: http://www.simeontuitt.com/blogvideo.php
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Forward
You are about to learn about a way to generate automated income with blogs, blogs which you set up in
different niches and areas of interest that al have ads running with related products that viewers to them will
find of interest, click and earn you commission.
This publication will introduce you to Simeon Tuitt Directs Profit From Blogs Blueprint. In case you are not
familiar with what a Blog is, it is basically an online diary where you share and post updates about yourself, a
subject or interest that others will find of interest and revisit to read what you have to say, they can even
comment on your blog postings and it makes blogs a great social tool for personal or business promotion.

Earn From Contextual Related Ads On Your Blog
Through the next few pages you’re going to learn how to set up your very own blog and how to integrate ads
for related information products to it that will generate you commission each time someone clicks and orders
the product mentioned. All the products you will have running ads for on your blog are information products
that are instantly downloadable the moment someone buys, so there is no shipping and instant customer
gratification. Since there are no shipping costs you can earn commissions as high as 50% - 75% from each
sale you make, below you will see an example of one of my blogs with contextual ads at the top of it.
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Simple, Easy But Works
I bet you are thinking this is too simple and couldn’t possibly work to generate an income, well the fact is
people view blogs of interest and since they will be doing this, you want to have blogs out there they are
viewing with ads that will interest them, so they have the opportunity to click you ads and earn you money.
The truth is people are hungry for information and they search the internet for it, if they are on your blog, the
chances are they were looking for the information your blog supplies and if that is good information they are
more likely to take a look at the ads you have running on your blog for related information. If they like the
sites that you earn commission from enough to buy, then they get a great problem solving product and you
get a commission for connecting someone with it, so everyone is happy. Below you can see a few blogs I
have running in different niche areas of interest, so as you can see I do not focus on one area.

Preliminary Requirements
On the off chance you do not have an e-mail address you will need one of these to get started with a blog, so
you can set up a free e-mail account with: Gmail: http://www.gmail.com
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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing this manual, this book has been designed to show you how to set up and profit
from mini niche blogs running contextual ads that make you money when people click on them and order
from the site. Although short in length by the end of it you will understand how to create a blog quickly in
any niche and run ads that can generate you commission of 50% - 75% per sale on the related products you
have running on your blog.
Do not be fooled and think this information isn’t valuable because it isn’t 40 – 100 pages long, I have a lot of
pictures in this eBook to guide you quickly through each step of the process of getting everything set up and
have done this to save you reading lots of filler content.
I want to keep this eBook short and sweet and user friendly so it doesn’t look like a daunting complicated
way to generate an extra or multiple incomes, because the simple fact is setting up mini blogs is easy once
you know how. But since people place value on quantity rather than quality, I have included images of every
single step through setting up a blog and adding contextual ads.
Towards the end of this manual you will also notice a page asking for your feedback and any tips you have
found useful. Some of these tips will be included within the 2nd edition of this eBook. Should you like to
have your name included next to your comments, please say so in the e-mail.
As a thank you for purchasing this book you will benefit from being able to earn from the promotion
of future products I create, details are contained at the rear of this eBook.
Regards,

Simeon Tuitt
Simeon Tuitt – Information Product Publisher & Internet Marketer
www.SimeonTuitt.com
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Setting Up A Blog

Here is where we will get started, this is where everything starts getting real short and sweet, I will not bore
you with long text as the pictures say it all, I will just include a line or two to tell you what you should be
seeing through each step and what to click to go through this set up process.
Above you can see the www.Blogger.com main page, on the page you can see a button saying ‘Create A
Blog’ this is the button you need to click to get started, so if you have not already done so, open up your web
browser and enter in the web site address above and click ‘Create A Blog’.
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Once you have clicked the ‘Create A Blog’ button you will see the above page or something similar, this is
the sign up page and you just need to enter in your details to create your account.
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Above you can see the second half of the sign up page after scrolling down the screen, so fill it all in and
click the continue button on the bottom right.
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Thank You for previewing this eBook
You can read the full version of this eBook in different formats:
 HTML (Free /Available to everyone)
 PDF / TXT (Available to V.I.P. members. Free Standard members can
access up to 5 PDF/TXT eBooks per month each month)
 Epub & Mobipocket (Exclusive to V.I.P. members)
To download this full book, simply select the format you desire below

